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American Aberdeen-Angus Herd Book

1898

the dutch courtesan is a riotous tragicomedy that
explores the delights and perils afforded by
jacobean london while freevill an educated young
englishman and the play s nominal hero frolics in
the city s streets taverns and brothels
franceschina his cast off mistress and the dutch
courtesan of the play s title laments his betrayal
and plots revenge juxtaposing franceschina s
vulnerable financial position against the
unappealing marital prospects available to gentry
women the play undermines the language of romance
revealing it to be rooted in the commerce and
commodification marston s commentary on financial
insecurity and the hypocritical repudiation of
foreignness makes the dutch courtesan truly a
document for our time

The American Aberdeen-Angus Herd-
book

1898

the infinite monkey theorem is an idea frequently
encountered in mass market science books discourse
on intelligent design and debates on the merits of
writing produced by chatbots according to the
theorem an infinite number of typing monkeys will
eventually generate the works of shakespeare
shakespeare and nonhuman intelligence is a
metaphysical analysis of the bard s function in
the theorem in various contexts over the past
century beginning with early twentieth century
astrophysics and ending with twenty first century
ai it traces the emergence of shakespeare as the
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embattled figure of writing in the age of machine
learning bioinformatics and other alleged crimes
against the human organism in an argument that
pays close attention to computer programs that
instantiate the theorem including one by biologist
richard dawkins and to references in publications
on intelligent design it contends that shakespeare
performs as an interface between the human and our
others animal god machine

The Register of the Kentucky
Historical Society

1945

how latina o x gang literature and film represent
women and gay gang members challenges to gendered
sexual racial and class oppression clicas examines
latina o x literature and film by and or about gay
and women gang members through close readings of
literature and film frank garcía reimagines the
typical narratives describing gang membership and
culture amplifying and complicating critical gang
studies in the social sciences and humanities and
looking at gangs across racial ethnic and national
identities analyzing how the autobiographical
poetry of ana castillo presents gang fashion
culture and violence to the outside world the
effects of women performing female masculinity in
the novel locas and gay gang members experiences
of community in the documentary homeboy garcía
complicates the dialogue regarding hypermasculine
gang cultures he shows how they are accessible not
only to straight men but also to women and gay men
who can appropriate them in complicated ways which
can be harming and also at times emancipating
reading gang members as de colonial agents who
contest the power relations inequalities
oppressions and hierarchies of the united states
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clicas considers how women and gay gang members
resist materially and psychologically within a
milieu shaped by the intersection of race gender
sexuality and class

Federal Correctional Institution,
Estill

1989

the arden research handbook of shakespeare and
textual studies is a wide ranging authoritative
guide to research on shakespeare and textual
studies by an international team of leading
scholars it contains chapters on all the major
areas of current research notably the shakespeare
manuscripts the printed text and paratext in
shakespeare s early playbooks and poetry books
shakespeare s place in the early modern book trade
shakespeare s early readers users and collectors
the constitution and evolution of the shakespeare
canon from the sixteenth to the twenty first
century shakespeare s editors from the eighteenth
to the twenty first century and the modern
editorial reproduction of shakespeare the handbook
also devotes separate chapters to new directions
and developments in research in the field
specifically in the areas of digital editing and
of authorship attribution methodologies in
addition the companion contains various sections
that provide non specialists with practical help
an a z of key terms and concepts a guide to
research methods and problems a chronology of
major publications and events an introduction to
resources for study of the field and a substantial
annotated bibliography the arden research handbook
of shakespeare and textual studies is a reference
work aimed at advanced undergraduate and graduate
students as well as scholars and libraries a guide
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to beginning or developing research in the field
an essential companion for all those interested in
shakespeare and textual studies

General Index to the 43 Volumes
of The Register of the Kentucky
Historical Society, 1903-1945

1946

this wide ranging and entertaining book explores
blank space from incunabula to google books blanks
are a paradox simultaneously nothing and something
gesturing to what was once there or might be there
they are also a creative opportunity for readers
as well as writers readers respond to what is not
there and writers come to anticipate that response
thus blank space develops literary and ludic
applications each chapter focuses on one
typographical form of what is not there on the
page physical gaps chapter one marks of
incompletion such as c chapter two and the
asterisk as a stand in for things that cannot be
said chapter three by looking at the early modern
page as a visual unit as well as a verbal unit
this volume shows how the relationship between
textual layout and textual content is as
productive for writers as it is for readers mise
en page influences readers in the same way that
rhetoric influences readers it is thus possible to
speak of the rhetoric of the page

Chronicles of the Scotch-Irish
settlement in Virginia;

1965
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in subjects of advice ivan lupić uncovers the rich
interconnectedness of dramatic art and the culture
of counsel in the early modern period while
counsel was an important form of practical
knowledge with concrete political consequences it
was also an ingrained cultural habit a feature of
obligatory mental moral and political hygiene to
be a renaissance subject lupić claims one had to
reckon with the advice of others lupić examines
this reckoning in a variety of sixteenth century
dramatic contexts the result is an original
account of the foundational role that counsel
played in the development of renaissance drama
lupić begins by considering the figure of thomas
more whose influential argument about counsel as a
form of performance in utopia set the agenda for
the entire century resisting linear narratives and
recovering instead the simultaneity of radically
different kinds of dramatic experience he shows
the vitality of later dramatic engagements with
more s legacy through an analysis of the moral
interlude staged within sir thomas more a play
possibly coauthored by shakespeare more also helps
explain the complex use of counsel in senecan
drama from the neo latin plays of george buchanan
discussed in connection with buchanan s political
writings to the historical tragedies of the mid
sixteenth century if tyranny and exemplarity are
the keywords for early elizabethan drama of
counsel for the plays of christopher marlowe it is
friendship lupić considers marlowe s interest in
friendship and counsel most notably in edward ii
alongside earlier dramatic treatments thus
exposing the pervasive fantasy of the ideal
counselor as another self subjects of advice
concludes by placing king lear in relation to its
dramatic sources to demonstrate shakespeare s
deliberate dispersal of counsel throughout his
play counsel s customary link to plain and
fearless speech becomes in shakespeare s hands a
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powerful instrument of poetic and dramatic
expression

Official Register of the United
States

1884

awarded the texas state historical association s
coral horton tullis memorial prize presented march
2005 despite controversies over current
educational practices texas boasts a rich and
vibrant bilingual tradition and not just for
spanish english instruction but for czech german
polish and dutch as well throughout the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries texas educational
policymakers embraced ignored rejected outlawed
then once again embraced this tradition in the
strange career of bilingual education in texas
author carlos blanton traces the educational
policies and their underlying rationales from
stephen f austin s proposal in the 1830s to
mexicanize anglo children by teaching them spanish
along with english and french through the 1981
passage of the most encompassing bilingual
education law in the state s history blanton draws
on primary materials such as the handwritten
records of county administrators and the minutes
of state education meetings and presents the texas
experience in light of national trends and
movements such as progressive education the
americanization movement and the good neighbor
movement by tracing the many changes that
eventually led to the re establishment of
bilingual education in its modern form in the
1960s and the 1981 passage of a landmark state law
blanton reconnects texas with its bilingual past
carlos kevin blanton an assistant professor of
history at texas a m university earned his ph d
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from rice university his research in mexican
american educational history has been published in
journals such as the pacific historical review and
social science quarterly

The Dutch Courtesan

2018-04-05

except for a series of newspaper abstracts by g
glenn clift this volume contains every list of
marriages known to have been published in the
register of the kentucky historical society since
1903 the following nineteen of kentucky s oldest
counties are represented some of which either in
whole or in part spawned a great many later
counties barren bourbon christian floyd franklin
grant greenup hardin lawrence lincoln madison
mercer montgomery muhlenberg nelson pike shelby
union and woodford based on courthouse records
primarily marriage bonds licenses ministers
returns and marriage registers the combined lists
which are fully indexed contain references to
approximately 50 000 persons

Shakespeare and Nonhuman
Intelligence

2024-05-02

the routledge handbook of shakespeare and
interface provides a ground breaking investigation
into media specific spaces where shakespeare is
experienced while such operations may be largely
invisible to the average reader or viewer the
interface properties of books screens and stages
profoundly mediate our cognitive engagement with
shakespeare this volume considers contemporary
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debates and questions including how mobile devices
mediate the experience of shakespeare the impact
of rapidly evolving virtual reality technologies
and the interface architectures which condition
shakespearean plays and how design elements of
hypertext menus and screen navigation operate
within internet shakespeare spaces charting new
frontiers this diverse collection delivers fresh
insight into human computer interaction and user
experience theory cognitive ecology and critical
approaches such as historical phenomenology this
volume also highlights the application of media
and interface design theory to questions related
to the medium of the play and its crucial
interface with the body and mind

Clicas

2024-07-23

dynamic matter investigates the life histories of
renaissance objects eschewing the critical
tendency to study how objects relate to human
needs and desires this work foregrounds the
objects themselves demonstrating their potential
to transform their environments as they travel
across time and space integrating early modern
material theories with recent critical approaches
in actor network theory and object oriented
ontology this volume extends aristotle s theory of
dynameos which conceptualizes matter as
potentiality and applies it to objects featured in
early modern texts such as edmund spenser s the
faerie queene robert hooke s micrographia and
william shakespeare s the tempest individual
chapters explore the dynameos of matter by
examining its manifestations in particular forms
combs are inscribed with words and brushed through
human hair feathers are incorporated into garments
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and artwork prince rupert s glasswork drops
explode a whale becomes animated by the power of a
magical bracelet and books are drowned these case
studies highlight the potentiality matter itself
possesses and that which it activates in other
matter a theorization of objects grounded in
renaissance materialist thought dynamic matter
examines the richness of things themselves the
larger multiple and changing networks in which
things circulate and the networks created by these
transformative objects in addition to the editor
the contributors to this volume include anna riehl
bertolet erika mary boeckeler naomi howell emily e
f philbrick josie schoel maria shmygol edward
mclean test abbie weinberg and sarah f williams

The Arden Research Handbook of
Shakespeare and Textual Studies

2021-03-25

folk toys are made with available materials by
amateurs in the tradition of the area s culture
folk games are the traditional games passed along
in the playground this delightful illustrated
volume combines how to descriptions and personal
reminiscences contributed by people across the
state of texas paper edition unseen 14 95
annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland
or

The Rhetoric of the Page

2020-11-03

the bloomsbury handbook to the digital humanities
reconsiders key debates methods possibilities and
failings from across the digital humanities
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offering a timely interrogation of the present and
future of the arts and humanities in the digital
age comprising 43 essays from some of the field s
leading scholars and practitioners this
comprehensive collection examines among its many
subjects the emergence and ongoing development of
dh postcolonial digital humanities feminist
digital humanities race and dh multilingual
digital humanities media studies as dh the
failings of dh critical digital humanities the
future of text encoding cultural analytics natural
language processing open access and digital
publishing digital cultural heritage archiving and
editing sustainability dh pedagogy labour
artificial intelligence the cultural economy and
the role of the digital humanities in climate
change the bloomsbury handbook to the digital
humanities surveys key contemporary debates within
dh focusing on pressing issues of perspective
methodology access capacity and sustainability
reconsiders and reimagines the past present and
future of the digital humanities features an
intuitive structure which divides topics across
five sections perspectives polemics methods tools
techniques public digital humanities institutional
contexts and dh futures comprehensive in scope and
accessibility written this book is essential
reading for students scholars and practitioners
working across the digital humanities and wider
arts and humanities featuring contributions from
pre eminent scholars and radical thinkers both
established and emerging the bloomsbury handbook
to the digital humanities should long serve as a
roadmap through the myriad formulations
methodologies opportunities and limitations of dh
comprehensive in its scope pithy in style yet
forensic in its scholarship this book is essential
reading for students scholars and practitioners
working across the digital humanities whatever dh
might be and whatever dh might become
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Subjects of Advice

2019-09-27

this rollicking collection personally selected by
the author in collaboration with his editor tom
marksbury gathers the best of ed mcclanahan s work
making it a must have for both long time fans and
newcomers alike comprised of fourteen works i just
hitched in from the coast is an admixture of
fiction and non fiction memoir and imagination it
includes such classics as fondelle or the whore
with a heart of gold and the wry essay the day the
lampshades breathed chronicling mcclanahan s time
in the 1960s in the essentials of western
civilization mcclanahan imagines the affairs of
assistant professor harrison b eastep ma of
arbuckle state in oregon and of the gradual
erosion of his dedication to academia weaving
together vietnam rock and roll a lackluster
counterculture past and the great plague of london
this is storytelling at its best by a master of
the craft the foremost stylist of the yippie
generation mcclanahan writes with bemused
affection he parlays his southern sensibilities
and california experiences with a mastery of
language to tantalize his readers with musings
that are absurd whimsical outrageous and in the
words of one reviewer wickedly sharp

United States Official Postal
Guide

1878

history and genealogies of the families of miller
woods harris wallace maupin oldham kavanaugh and
brown with interspersions of notes of the families
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of dabney reid martin broaddus gentry jarman
jameson ballard mullins michie moberley covington
browning duncan yancey and others

The Strange Career of Bilingual
Education in Texas, 1836-1981

2007

the relationship between a town and its local
institutions of higher education is often fraught
with turmoil the complicated tensions between the
identity of a city and the character of a
university can challenge both communities
lexington kentucky displays these characteristic
conflicts with two historic educational
institutions within its city limits transylvania
university the first college west of the allegheny
mountains and the university of kentucky formerly
state college an investigative cultural history of
the town that called itself the athens of the west
taking the town collegiate and community culture
in lexington kentucky 1880 1917 depicts the
origins and development of this relationship at
the turn of the twentieth century lexington s
location in the upper south makes it a rich region
for examination despite a history of turmoil and
violence lexington s universities serve as
catalysts for change until the publication of this
book lexington was still characterized by academic
interpretations that largely consider southern
intellectual life an oxymoron kolan thomas
morelock illuminates how intellectual life
flourished in lexington from the period following
reconstruction to the nation s entry into the
first world war drawing from local newspapers and
other primary sources from around the region
morelock offers a comprehensive look at early town
gown dynamics in a city of contradictions he
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illuminates lexington s identity by investigating
the lives of some influential personalities from
the era including margaret preston and joseph
tanner focusing on literary societies and dramatic
clubs the author inspects the impact of social and
educational university organizations on the town s
popular culture from the gilded age to the
progressive era morelock s work is an enlightening
analysis of the intersection between student and
citizen intellectual life in the bluegrass city
during an era of profound change and progress
taking the town explores an overlooked aspect of
lexington s history during a time in which the
city was establishing its cultural and
intellectual identity

Kentucky Marriage Records

1983

between 1599 and 1601 no fewer than five
anthologies appeared in print with extracts from
shakespeare s works some featured whole poems
while others chose short passages from his poems
and plays gathered alongside lines on similar
topics by his rivals and contemporaries appearing
midway through his career these anthologies marked
a critical moment in shakespeare s life they
testify to the reputation he had established as a
poet and playwright by the end of the sixteenth
century in extracting passages from their contexts
though they also read shakespeare in ways that he
might have imagined being read after all this was
how early modern readers were taught to treat the
texts they read selecting choice excerpts and
copying them into their notebooks taking its cue
from these anthologies anthologizing shakespeare
1593 1603 offers new readings of the formative
works of shakespeare s first decade in print from
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venus and adonis 1593 to hamlet 1603 it
illuminates a previously neglected period in
shakespeare s career what it calls his anthology
period it investigates what these anthologies made
of shakespeare and what he made of being
anthologized and it shows how from the early 1590s
his works were inflected by the culture of
commonplacing and anthologizing in which they were
written and in which shakespeare no less than his
readers was schooled in this book ted tregear
explores how shakespeare appealed to the reading
habits of his contemporaries inviting and
frustrating them in turn shakespeare he argues
used the practice of anthologizing to open up
questions at the heart of his poems and plays
questions of classical literature and the
schoolrooms in which it was taught of english
poetry and its literary inheritance of poetry s
relationship with drama and of the afterlife he
and his works might win at least in parts

The Routledge Handbook of
Shakespeare and Interface

2022-08-25

at the time of its first settlement in the mid
1600s the new river valley was part of the vast
unexplored wilderness stretching from the
alleghenies westward to the mississippi river this
expansive history by david johnston spanning the
years 1654 to 1905 focuses on the early
settlements along the new river in the area that
encompasses present day mercer and monroe counties
west virginia and tazewell and giles counties
virginia this volume is first and foremost a
chronicle of the people of the middle new river
settlements the dangers they faced in their first
explorations their roles in the french and indian
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war and american revolution and their history
during and after the civil war dispersed
throughout are thumbnail sketches of the early
residents of the area

Dynamic Matter

2022-05-03

throughout the seventeenth century early modern
play readers and playgoers copied dramatic
extracts into their commonplace books verse
miscellanies diaries and songbooks this is the
first book to examine these often overlooked texts
which reveal what early modern audiences and
readers took literally and figuratively from plays

The Territorial Papers of the
United States

1953

multilingual digital humanities explores the
impact of monolingualism especially anglocentrism
on digital practices in the humanities and social
sciences the volume explores a wide range of
applied contexts such as digital linguistic
injustice critical digital literacy digital
learning digital publishing low resourced
minoritised or endangered languages in a digital
space and multilingual historical intertextuality
these discussions are situated within wider work
on language technologies language documentation
and international in particular european language
based infrastructure creation drawing on both
primary and secondary research this four part book
features 13 diverse case studies of
infrastructural projects pedagogical resources
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computational models interface building and
publishing initiatives in a range of languages
including arabic french russian portuguese italian
german spanish bengali hindi malayalam and tamil
all the debates are contextualised within a wider
cultural frame thus bridging the gap between the
linguistic focus of the multilingual initiatives
and wider discussion of cultural criticism in dh
multilingual digital humanities recognizes the
digital as a culturally situated and organic
multilingual entity embedding past present and
future worlds which reacts to and impacts on
institutional and methodological frameworks for
knowledge creation it is essential reading for
students scholars and practitioners working in
digital humanities and digital studies

Texas Toys and Games

1997

the kentucky encyclopedia s 2 000 plus entries are
the work of more than five hundred writers their
subjects reflect all areas of the commonwealth and
span the time from prehistoric settlement to today
s headlines recording kentuckians achievements in
art architecture business education politics
religion science and sports biographical sketches
portray all of kentucky s governors and u s
senators as well as note congressmen and state and
local politicians kentucky s impact on the
national scene is registered in the lives of such
figures as carry nation henry clay louis brandeis
and alben barkley the commonwealth s high range
from writers harriette arnow and jesse stuart
reformers laura clay and mary breckinridge and
civil rights leaders whitney young jr and georgia
powers to sports figures muhammad ali and adolph
rupp and entertainers loretta lynn merle travis
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and the everly brothers entries describe each
county and county seat and each community with a
population above 2 500 broad overview articles
examine such topics as agriculture segregation
transportation literature and folklife frequently
misunderstood aspects of kentucky s history and
culture are clarified and popular misconceptions
corrected the facts on such subjects as mint
juleps fort knox boone s coonskin cap the kentucky
hot brown and morgan s raiders will settle many an
argument for both the researcher and the more
casual reader this collection of facts and fancies
about kentucky and kentuckians will be an
invaluable resource

History of Kentucky

1995-12

the job of regional literature is twofold to
explore and confront the culture from within and
to help define that culture for outsiders taken
together the two centuries of ozarks literature
collected in this ambitious anthology do just that
the fiction nonfiction poetry and drama presented
in the literature of the ozarks complicate
assumptions about backwoods ignorance debunk the
pastoral myth expand on the meaning of wilderness
and position the ozarks as a crossroads of human
experience with meaningful ties to national
literary movements among the authors presented
here are an osage priest an early explorer from
new york a native born farm wife african american
writers who protested attacks on their communities
a pulitzer prize winning poet and an art history
professor who created a fictional town and a
postmodern parody of the region s stereotypes the
literature of the ozarks establishes a canon as
nuanced and varied as the region s writers
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themselves

The Bloomsbury Handbook to the
Digital Humanities

2022-11-03

Collins' Historical Sketches of
Kentucky

1878

I Just Hitched in from the Coast

2011-11-01

History and genealogies

1907

Record of Marriages of Madison
County, Kentucky, 1785-1851

1936

Commencement [program]

1987
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Kentucky Place Names

1984

Anthologizing Shakespeare,
1593-1603

2023-04-13

A History of Middle New River
Settlements and Contiguous
Territory

2009-06

The Standard American
Encyclopedia of Arts, Sciences,
History, Biography, Geography,
Statistics, and General Knowledge

1897

The People's Cyclopedia of
Universal Knowledge with Numerous
Appendixes Invaluable for
Reference in All Departments of
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Industrial Life...

1897

The School News and Practical
Educator

1895

The Publishers Weekly

1916

Dramatic Extracts in Seventeenth-
Century English Manuscripts

2015-01-21

Multilingual Digital Humanities

2023-12-28

The Kentucky Encyclopedia

2014-10-17

The Literature of the Ozarks

2019-02-25
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